Synopsis

SEO 2017 Search Engine Optimization for 2017  Your website is like the front door to your business. Many of your potential clients are going to come through via the internet, and if your website is lacking, or isn’t highly ranked on most search engines, you are going to lose out on many clients. A Guide to SEO in 2016 is the only guide you need to learn about SEO during 2017 so you can get your website ranked and bring in the traffic. Websites are ranked based on their quality and how much they can help the potential customer. Search engines are in constant competition to ensure searchers use them and not a competitor. This competition leads them to make new formulas and pick new factors that will decide whether your page will rank high or not. While the search engine isn’t going to give you a list of requirements (or everyone would cheat), there are some easy steps you can take to help rank your website as number 1! So why is ranking so important? If you have a website, shouldn’t that be enough? No! In fact, if you aren’t ranked at least on the first page of results, most customers will never find you. That can mean thousands of dollars leaving your business and heading over to the competitor who knows how to use SEO better than you. Even if you have done SEO on your website before, it is important to re-evaluate your website again. Google, Bing and other search engines are constantly making changes. If you don’t keep up, your website is going to go way down in the rankings. Take the Google Panda update just a few years ago. Some well-established websites that had great rankings for years fell into oblivion in just a few minutes once this software was updated because of a few simple mistakes. Oblivion means less sales; not good for a growing business. While many SEO techniques from 2016 and before are still in play in 2017, there are some big differences that can make or break your website. This guidebook is the perfect guide to help you learn those differences. This guidebook has everything that you need to know about SEO in the coming year. Some of the things that you can learn to help your website get a leg up on the competition include: What SEO is and why it is so important to your company in terms of views and potential income How search engines operate to find the best websites and how you can use this to your advantage to bring in more customers How search engines interact with your clients to bring them the best search results Why it is so important to use SEO and how forgetting all about it can make your business less successful The importance of keyword research to match your website up with the right customers who will actually make purchases Factors that you might not think about when it comes to SEO and how these can actually harm your business The proper way to use links to avoid being penalized and actually see them work for you Myths that used to be true about SEO, but now will get your page ranked last or even removed How trying to spam or game the system is going to ruin all your
SEO efforts How to track your SEO efforts to see what is working and what needs changed The top tips that you can use to get the most out of your SEO efforts in 2017 to bring in more revenue than ever before How to get the most customers in the door of your website and get the most profit out of your work when the SEO does its job When you are ready to get started on seeing amazing results with your SEO work, click the Buy Now Button at the top of the page!
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Customer Reviews
This book has a lot of strategies to tell about starting your own website. This would help you to become an effective online businessman. I think the author of this material is not just an author but is also an experienced businessman because he is knowledgeable enough to share profound thoughts about the topic. SEO is a marketing discipline focused on growing visibility in organic (non-paid) search engine results. SEO encompasses both the technical and creative elements required to improve rankings, drive traffic, and increase awareness in search engines. There are many aspects to SEO, from the words on your page to the way other sites link to you on the web. Sometimes SEO is simply a matter of making sure your site is structured in a way that search engines understand. This is truly an informative book and I would recommend this book to everybody!

I always read SEO acronym in an online world but never thought of its real meaning before. I just
now found out Search Engine Optimization, and how it is being used. This is really interesting for me because I never really cared before what it is for but now, I guess I will never be left out whenever I encounter this word. The author really offered a lot information about this topic and how you can use the SEO effectively. There is just this minor format issue that i saw, some titles, are left on the other page while the content on the next which sometimes confusing. But overall, the contents in this book are very informative and I think I could share this to my friends for potential income in the future.

I studied the basics of SEO but I can say that I’m still a newbie. I have yet to master the ins and outs of it. Learning is a lifetime process and I intend to learn more on how to be successful in gaining network traffic and audiences through SEO. This book covered new topics I haven’t read before. It was easier for me to comprehend the contents since I already know the basics but the discussions were pretty clear so regardless of your status, it’d still be easy to understand. Will make sure to apply what I’ve learned and see if it helps my business.

I’m working on gathering more audiences for my blog, which features the products I sell both offline and online and SEO has been pretty helpful. I felt like I could improve more on it so I grabbed this book and I was right. Basically, I’ve been doing good and this book presented ways on how to improve the things I already do, which were pretty effective. For beginners, this should be easy to comprehend because Nash explained the topics in a less complicated manner.

I always thought that SEO is a difficult task but after reading this now I know it’s not difficult, I just have to do some right things to make this work. Most books is not updated on SEO ’cause google and other search engines updates their services very frequently but I found this book very useful and updated. Complete and detailed guide on search engine optimization (SEO). I like the way author written this book. I think professionals will also find this useful.

Complete and detailed guide on search engine optimization (SEO) specialists search engine optimization of all levels. The fundamentals of search engines and the optimization target. Consistently considered the most important business aspects of SEO. A book for beginners, everything is explained. I liked how easy the author writes. considered a large set of efficient methods of promotion. I think professionals will also find useful information for yourself
Search engine optimization is one thing that keep changing all the time and its becoming more important especially with the increased online trends and this calls for more knowledge entertainment. The book contains some of the latest tricks and the techniques to use in this tightly compete online environment.
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